This talk concerns Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems for second order elliptic divergence form equations with non-symmetric, or more general complex, and measurable coefficients independent of the transversal coordinate in the upper half space. I shall discuss some recent results obtained which shows that, in the case of non-symmetric coefficients, the solutions obtained with the boundary equation method may differ from the solutions obtained with Lax-Milgram's method. Surprisingly, for sufficiently non-symmetric coefficients, the boundary equation solutions for the Dirichlet problem are given by a signed harmonic measure. The variational solutions in the examples given, have earlier been studied by Kenig et al.
Ben Salah, Nour (University of Sfax, Tunisia): Some uncertainty principles on nilpotent Lie groups.
Abstract: Let G be a connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie group. It is well known that for 2 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, the L p − L q version of Hardys theorem holds. The subject of the talk consists in presenting some new results concerning the case when 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞ for some restrictive situations.
Bernicot, Frédéric (Université Paris-Sud, France): On a bilinear pseudodifferential calculus.
Abstract: In this talk, we want to present new results about the bilinear pseudodifferential calculus on R. First we will define our pseudodifferential classes for the bilinear symbols. We look for largest classes of associated bilinear operators, which contains Coifman-Meyer operators, Marcinkiewicz multipliers and far more singular operators related to the bilinear Hilbert transforms. Mainly we study bilinear symbols σ(x, ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) ∈ BS ρ,δ : that is meaning that σ satisfies for all a, b, c ≥ 0,
where Γ, Γ 1 , Γ 2 are three cones of the frequency plane and d(ξ, Γ) corresponds to the distance in this plane from the point ξ to the cone. Then we will present recent results about L p estimates for the operators of type BS 1,0 . We will describe their continuities in Sobolev spaces and rules of symbolic bilinear calculus for the duality and composition operations. Then we will explain a work joint with R. Torres about more singular symbols : those of type BS 1,1 . In this case, similarly to results about linear operators associated to the classical class S 0 1,1 , we obtain the continuities in Sobolev spaces of positive order.
Betancor, Jorge J. (Universidad de La Laguna, Spain): Higher order Riesz transforms for Laguerre expansions.
Abstract:
In this note we present L p -boundedness properties for the higher order Riesz transforms associated with Laguerre operators. Also we prove that the k-th Riesz transform is a principal value singular integral operator (modulo a constant multiple of the identity when k is even). We exploit a new identity connecting Riesz transforms in the Hermite and Laguerre settings. The results we present here are part of a joint paper with J.C. Fariña, L. Rodríguez-Mesa and A. Sanabria.
Bez, Neal (University of Birmingham, UK):
Heat-flow monotonicity and Young's convolution inequality.
Abstract:
We prove that if Abstract: The aim of this talk is to show the boundedness of the bilinear Riesz transform with norm independence of the dimension: If 1 < p 1 , p 2 , p 3 < ∞ and 1/p 3 = 1/p 1 +1/p 2 then there exists C independent of n such that
where
Boza, Santiago (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Spain): Weighted Hardy modular inequalities in variable L p spaces for decreasing functions.
We study weighted modular inequalities with variable exponents for the Hardy operator restricted to non-increasing functions. We show that the exponents p(·) for which these modular inequalities hold, must be either constant or extremely oscillating functions near the origin. Similarly to the constant case, we introduce the class of weights B p(·) , and prove some of the classical properties in this context. This is a joint work with Javier Soria from Universitat de Barcelona.
Chae, Myeongju (Hankyong National University, Korea): Global well-posedness of rough solutions to the L 2 critical Hartree equation on R n , n ≥ 3.
In this talk we present global well-posedness of rough solutions to the L 2 critical Hartree equation on R n , n ≥ 3. More precisely we show that a global solution exists for initial data in the Sobolev space H s (R n ) and any n n+1 . We prove that if U has coefficients in the Hardy space H p (R n ), with div U = 0, while V has bounded coefficients, with curl V = 0, then U · V is in H p (R n ). For p = 1, this is due to Auscher, Russ and Tchamitchian. In this case, it is also possible to take V with coefficients in BM O and find that U · V belongs to some Hardy-Orlicz space.
This may be compared to the properties of the product of a distribution in the Hardy space H p (R n ) with a function in its dual space in the sense of distributions. We show that, for p < 1 this product can be written as the sum of an integrable function with a distribution in H p (R n ). For p = 1, it was proved by Bonami, Iwaniec, Jones and Zinsmeister that such a product is the sum of an integrable function and a distribution in some Hardy-Orlicz space. Compensations by cancellation for scalar products as U · V allow to suppress the term in L 1 . This is a joint work with Aline Bonami and Sandrine Grellier.
Flores, Manuel (Universidad de La Laguna, Spain):
On Hypoellipticity for∂ b on some Nilpotent Groups.
Abstract:
In this talk we will try to show that the canonical solution to the∂ b −problem fails to be hypoelliptic, in L 2 −sense, on some class of finite type high codimension submanifolds of C n . More precisely if, for n ≥ 2 an even integer we consider
Σ n turns out to be a step n nilpotent Lie group which generalizes the 1-dimensional Heisenberg group.
does not hold. This is in sharp contrast with the case n = 2, for Σ 2 is just the classical 1-dimensional Heisenberg group in its polarized form, where the above estimate is known to hold.
Folch-Gabayet, Magali (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, México): Toeplitz operators on Herglotz wave functions.
In this work we study Toeplitz operators on W 2 (the space of Herglotz wave functions in R 2 ) for radial nonnegative symbols ρ.
Using precise estimates for the Bessel functions we prove that for ρ ∈ L 1 ([0, ∞), r 1+r 3 ), the boundedness of the Toeplitz operator T ρ is equivalent to the boundedness of the sequence
. This is joint work with J.A. Barceló, S. Pérez-Esteva and A. Ruiz.
Gatto, A. Eduardo (DePaul University, USA): On the boundedness on inhomogeneous Lipschitz spaces of Fractional Integrals, Singular Integrals and Hypersingular Integrals associated to non-doubling measures on metric spaces.
Abstract: In this talk we will show four "T1" Theorems on inhomogneous Lipschitz spaces defined on a non-doubling measure metric space: A "T1" theorem for the boundedness of fractional integrals, a "T1" theorem for the boundedness of smooth truncations of singular integrals, a "T1" for principal value singular integrals and a "T1" theorem for hypersingular integrals.
Reference: Boudedness on Lipschitz spaces of singular integrals associated to non-doubling measures. CRM. Preprint #772, October 2007.
Gigante, Giacomo (University of Bergamo, Italy): Equiconvergence theorems for Chébli-Trimèche hypergroups.
Abstract: We consider a Sturm-Liouville operator of the kind
dt on (0, +∞) and the related eigenfunction expansion. We prove that, under suitable assumptions on A (t), the partial sums of the Fourier integral associated to such expansion behave like the partial sums of the classical Fourier-Bessel transform. This implies an almost everywhere convergence result for L p (A (t) dt) functions. Our methods rely on asymptotic expansions for the eigenfunctions and the Harish-Chandra function, that we prove under very weak hypotheses. This is a joint work with Luca Brandolini.
Hagelstein, Paul (Baylor University, USA): Recent Developments Regarding the Halo Conjecture.
Abstract: The Halo Conjecture has long provided a fascinating open problem in the theory of differentiation of integrals. Recent progress towards the resolution of this conjecture will be discussed, in particular the theorem of Hagelstein and Stokolos that any density basis consisting of a homothecy invariant collection of convex sets must necessarily differentiate L p for sufficiently large p. Connections between this result, the recent work of Bateman and Katz on Kakeya sets and directional maximal operators, and improvements on the well-known theorem of Córdoba and Fefferman relating the L p bounds of geometric maximal operators to those of certain multiplier operators will also be given.
Hong, Sunggeum
(Chosun University University, Korea): Riesz means for conic and cylindric distance functions with convex polygons.
Abstract:
We consider convolution operators T δ and maximal operators S δ * for conic and cylindric distance functions with a convex polygon, respectively. We show that there are p and δ restrictions for sharp estimates on H p (R 3 ), p < 1. More precisely, T δ satisfies weak type (p, p) on H p (R 3 ), 1/2 < p < 1 for the critical value δ = 2(1/p − 1). On the other hand, S δ * is of weak type (p, p) on H p (R 3 ) when 2/3 < p < 1 and δ = 3(1/p − 1), or when p = 2/3 and δ > 3(1/p − 1). This is a joint work with Joonil Kim and Chan Woo Yang.
Hytönen, Tuomas (University of Helsinki, Finland): The vector-valued non-homogeneous T b theorem.
Abstract: In this talk I describe an effort to bring together two different directions in which the classical Calderón-Zygmund theory of singular integrals on L p (R n ) has been generalized:
• to allow for vector-valued functions with range in an infinite-dimensional Banach space, and
• to replace the underlying Lebesgue measure dx by a more general dµ, especially one without the doubling property.
More precisely, a new T b theorem is presented which (essentially) gives a simultaneous generalization of the vector-valued T 1 theorem due to Figiel (Proc. Conf. Strobl, 1990 ) and the non-homogeneous T b theorem of Nazarov, Treil, and Volberg (Acta Math., 2003). The proof involves, among other things, careful analysis of the non-homogeneous "Haar" functions and McConnell's decoupling estimates for socalled tangent martingale differences which, although known in Stochastics, seem not to have been exploited in the Calderón-Zygmund theory before.
Kim, Joonil (Chung-Ang University, Korea): Multiple Hilbert Transforms Along Polynomial Surfaces.
Abstract:
Given Λ ⊂ Z n + , with Z + the set of nonnegative integers, let P Λ (t) = m∈Λ a m t m where a m ∈ R \ {0}. Associated with P Λ , we define a multiple Hilbert transform by
where I is a cube of R n containing the origin. For the case n ≥ 3, we discuss a necessary and sufficient condition that given Λ ⊂ Z n + , the operator H P Λ associated with any polynomial P Λ of the above form is bounded in L p (R n+1 ).
Lie, Victor (University of California Los Angeles):
The (weak-L 2 ) Boundedness of The Quadratic Carleson Operator.
Abstract: We prove that the generalized Carleson operator with polynomial phase function of degree two is of weak type (2,2). For this, we introduce a new approach to the time-frequency analysis of the quadratic phase.
Liflyand, Elijah (Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel): Fourier transforms and general monotone functions.
Abstract: Introducing a new class of functions in a joint work with S. Tikhonov allowed us to obtain new results on integrability of Fourier transforms. Among them are solution of one Boas' problem and extension to the radial case.
Luef, Franz (University of Vienna, Austria): On a new phase-space calculus with applications to Landau quantization.
Abstract: We present some results about phase-space calculus, which is based on new projective representation of phase space. The coorbit spaces in the sense of Feichtinger and Gröchenig turn out to be modulation spaces over phase space. A new type of Gabor frames is introduced to characterize those modulation spaces. Finally we briefly discuss the Weyl calculus for this projective representation and point out its relevance for Landau quantization. The talk is based on joint work with M. de Gosson.
Maas, Jan (TU Delft, Netherlands):
Boundedness of Riesz transforms for elliptic operators on abstract Wiener spaces.
Abstract: A classical result in Malliavin calculus, due to P.A. Meyer, says that the Riesz transform associated with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator is bounded on L p with Gaussian measure for 1 < p < ∞.
We generalise this result to non-symmetric elliptic operators on abstract Wiener spaces. Our main tools are the H ∞ -functional calculus and randomised versions of gradients estimates.
As an application let −A generate an analytic C 0 -contraction semigroup on a Hilbert space H and let −L be the L p -realisation of the generator of its (bosonic) second quantisation. Our results imply that two-sided bounds for the Riesz transform of L are equivalent with the Kato square root property for A. This is joint work with Jan van Neerven.
Mei, Tao (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign): H 1 − BM O duality associated with semigroup of operators.
Abstract: We study Hardy and BMO spaces for "functions" on abstract "domains" Ω. We do not assume any geometric/metric structure on the "domains". Instead, we assume there exists a semigroup of positive operators on L p (Ω). We will show an analogue of Fefferman's H 1 − BM O duality result in this setting. Our "functions" can be quite abstract objects, for example, elements of a Von Neumann algebra.
Moen, Kabe (University of Kansas, United States): Weighted Inequalities for Fractional Operators.
Abstract: A weighted theory for multilinear fractional operators including fractional integrals and fractional maximal functions is presented. Sufficent conditions for the two weight inequalities of these operators are stated, including a "power-bump" condition and an A ∞ condition. The one weight theory from here is a consequence of the two weight inequalities.
Morris, Andrew (Australian National University, Australia): A tent space characterisation for local Hardy spaces.
Abstract:
We will discuss a generalisation of the local Hardy spaces of Goldberg that is adapted to a class of bisectorial operators with certain off-diagonal estimates acting on a doubling metric measure space. The characterisation will be via a local analogue of the tent spaces of Coifman-Meyer-Stein and recent work of Auscher-McIntosh-Russ. A characterisation in terms of local molecules will also be given. This is joint work with Andrea Carbonaro and Alan McIntosh. Abstract: The Muckenhoupt-Wheeden conjecture claims that any Calderón-Zygmund operator is of weak type (1, 1) with respect to the pair of weights (w, M w). This would imply that the weighted weak type (1, 1) of a Calderón-Zygmund operator holds with linear growth on the A 1 -constant of w. As far as we know, the latter statement is also an open problem. In this talk we will present a recent progress on that question. This is a joint work with Andrei Lerner and Carlos Pérez.
Ou, Winston (Scripps College, US): Near Symmetry of A ∞ and Refined Jones Factorization.
Abstract: The theory of the structure of A ∞ reached a peak in 1980 with the Jones factorization theorem, which stated that any A p weight could be expressed as a product w 0 w 1−p 1 of weights in the limiting class A 1 . We will describe how some recent insights into the structure of the limiting weight classes have simplified the understanding of a later refinement (by Cruz-Uribe and Neugebauer) of Jones's result to simultaneously incorporate reverse Hölder as well as A p information. (Paper to appear in Proceedings of the AMS) Paluszyński, Maciej (University of Wroc law, Poland): Some remarks on the ϕ and ψ transforms of Frazier and Jawerth.
Abstract: We present a new approach to the theory of ϕ and ψ transforms of Frazier and Jawerth which gives direct proofs of their boundedness in the case when either function ϕ or ψ is is not band-limited. This uses the more recent characterizations of function spaces, which do not require the analysing function ϕ to be band-limited. We present an application to the problem of invertibility of these transforms, and we show that certain affine system generated by the Mexican hat function is complete in Lebesgue and Hardy spaces. This is joint work with H.-Q. Bui.
